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Abstract 

This paper uses Excel to enhance the pedagogy of capital structure theory for corporate 
finance instructors and students. We provide a lesson plan that utilizes Excel spreadsheets and 
graphs to develop understanding of the theory. The theory is introduced in three scenarios that 
utilize Modigliani & Miller’s Propositions and “trade-off” theory. 
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Introduction 

This paper is motivated by students having difficulty understanding capital structure 
theory in senior undergraduate and MBA finance courses. This theory is demanding, typically 
commanding substantial coverage in intermediate corporate finance textbooks like Berk and 
DeMarz (2007), Brigham and Ehrhardt (2011), Brealey at al. (2008), and Ross et al. (2008). As 
such, finance instructors may find the task of imparting the theory pedagogically challenging. 

Finance instructors would agree that the application of theory to specific problems that 
require calculations enhances student learning. In this regard, Excel applications are one of the 
most common methods used to explain elaborate financial theories. Cagle at al. (2010) explores 
the impact of spreadsheet applications in introductory finance courses and find positive effects in 
student exam scores. Consistent with this finding, there appears to be an increasing effort to 
incorporate Excel applications into finance textbooks, as exemplified by Holden (2005), Mayes 
and Shank (2010), Adair (2005), and Benninga (2010). Although these works provide extensive 
Excel applications for many corporate finance and investment topics, applications that focus 
specifically on capital structure are scant. This paper addresses the gap. 

The proposed lesson plan starts in Section 2 with an elaboration of the value 
maximization equation that is central to capital structure theory by describing three scenarios that 
draw on the work of Modigliani and Miller (1958, 1963) and trade-off (or static) theory. In 
Section 3, Excel spreadsheets and graphs are used to apply the theory under each of these 
scenarios. A summary of the work is provided in Section 4.   

Capital Structure Theory 

The earliest tenets of capital structure theory were developed by Modigliani and Miller 
(1958, 1963). The following value maximization equation is pedagogically central to the theory: 
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where tFCF  is the free cash flow at time t, and WACCr  is the average capital 

cost. 

The negative correlation of firm value ( 0V ) with average capital cost ( WACCr ) is a 

significant point. While M&M’s Proposition I focuses on 0V , their Proposition II focuses on 

WACCr , with the particular values of 0V and  WACCr  dependent on the scenario being contemplated. 

The scenarios are explained below and the associated equations are summarized in Table 1. 
Scenario 1 assumes the absence of corporate taxes and the existence of perfect capital 

markets. M&M Proposition I with no taxes implies that the values of levered )( LV  and unlevered 

firms )( UV  are equal, i.e. UL VV = .  This condition is known as M&M’s “irrelevance hypothesis” 

and implies that financing through debt or equity does not affect firm value, and stays constant 

for different levels of leverage (debt). Similarly, M&M’s Proposition II shows that WACCr  stays 

constant for different levels of debt as long as no corporate taxes and perfect capital markets are 

in place. Naturally, when LV  and WACCr are constant at all debt levels, the firm’s optimum debt 

ratio can be anywhere in the range of 0-100%. 
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Scenario 2 relaxes the corporate tax assumption. To wit, it assumes the presence of 
corporate taxes and the existence of perfect capital markets. In the presence of corporate taxes, 

M&M Proposition I implies that firm value increases with debt, i.e.  DTVV CUL +=  , where CT

is the corporate tax rate and D  refers to debt.  The term DTC  represents the additional firm value 

created by debt through  a “tax shield.” M&M Proposition II in the presence of corporate taxes 

provides a similar outcome in that WACCr  decreases as debt increases. The increasing LV and 

decreasing WACCr connote that the optimum debt level for the firm, in the presence of corporate 

taxes, is a 100% debt ratio. 
Scenario 3 relaxes both the assumptions of corporate taxes and perfect capital markets. 

This realistic scenario is referred to as “trade-off” or “static” theory. The realistic scenario 
incorporates frictions that may arise due to the firm’s high debt levels. When the M&M 
propositions are modified to account for these frictions, the levered firm value takes a bell curved 

shape represented by )(DfDTVV CUL −+= , where )(Df is an additional function representing 

the reduction in firm value due to factors such as bankruptcy cost, increasing agency cost, 
underinvestment, turnover ratio among the employees, and the cost of financial distress. In this 

equation, the benefit provided by the tax shield ( DTC ) is reduced by the function )(Df , and the 

optimum total debt ratio lies somewhere between 0% and 100%. A similar result is found for 

WACCr , where an inverted bell curved shape optimizes at its minimum point. 

An Excel Application to Capital Structure Theory 

Table 2 presents a lesson plan for instructors to use as an assignment for intermediate or 
advanced corporate finance students. Tables 3 and 4, which correspond to Scenario 1, generate 

UV , LV , Er , and WACCr  values. Similarly, Tables 5 and 6 generate values for Scenario 2, and 

Tables 7 and 8 correspond to Scenario 3. Finally, Table 9 provides a graphical presentation of all 
three scenario outcomes from the application of the lesson plan. Instructors can use these graphs 
together with the Excel calculations, or independently, to summarize capital structure theory for 
students. 

Summary and Conclusions 

After describing Modigliani and Miller’s Propositions I and II, we develop a study plan 
for using Excel to improve the pedagogy of capital structure theory in intermediate and advanced 
corporate finance classes. The value and average cost of capital for a hypothetical firm XYZ is 
demonstrated in three scenarios with a step-by-step application of Excel spreadsheet and graphic 
capabilities.  
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